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Company Description

Finding solutions to climate change is the priority of the 21st century, and means switching to

low-carbon energy. At Assystem, our mission is to accelerate the energy transition

worldwide. To achieve this, our 7,000 Switchers combine their historical engineering

expertise and project management with digital technologies.

In our 12 countries (Europe, Middle East, Asia) of operation, we are working on the

production and distribution of low-carbon electricity, through the development of nuclear

and renewable energies. We are also supporting the modernisation and development of

energy grids, managing the setup and siting for new transmission and distribution

networks, and using hydrogen to decarbonise the transport and industry sectors.

Assystem in Türkiye, is renowned for working with the public and private sectors.

Specializing in ESIA studies, site investigations, and laboratory research, the company

offers vital site supervision owners and lenders engineering services. Notably, Assystem in

Türkiye plays a pivotal role in major projects like power generation, and the construction

of the Akkuyu nuclear power plant.

Job Description

Civil-works inspector is in charge of performing predefined checks regarding the conformity of

construction works of the NNP buildings. These checks will concern mainly reinforcement
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installation, formworks and concrete works.

Responsibilities:

Ensure compliance of civil works with regulatory and technical requirements under

Turkish law 30024.

Maintain traceability of inspections, defaults, deviations, and non-conformities.

Verify and ensure proper correction of defaults, deviations, or non-conformities.

Conduct inspections safely, adhering to relevant laws and standards.

Duties:

Belong to the AEOS NCIO Inspection Team, report to Civil-Works Lead Inspector.

Stay informed about the NPP Project referential, including norms, standards,

specifications, and procedures related to construction and installation works to be

inspected.

Review and comment on execution documentation related to the inspected works.

Prepare on-site inspections, identifying elementary checks per Turkish law 30024.

Verify civil works compliance with execution documentation, norms, and standards.

Generate Work Inspection Reports, documenting inspection content and results.

Record and follow up on defaults or deviations, initiating corrective actions when

necessary.

Conduct independent tests on samples and monitor results from accredited

laboratories.

Adhere to AEOS NCIO project Quality Assurance processes and HSE requirements.

Contribute to the AEOS NCIO Project Monthly Report with inspection activity

information.

Attend technical meetings upon request.



Qualifications

Knowledge:  Familiarity with civil construction works standards (ISO 9001, TS500,

TSEN206-1, TS13515, TS708, SP7).

Education: Graduated from Civil Engineering or as a minimum Technical diploma in the

civil field (High school + 2 years)

Language: Native in Turkish and able to communicate in English (Russian is a plus).

Experience:  3 years in inspection or quality assurance/control in civil-works, minimum

5 years professional experience in civil-works, experience in a Russian construction

project is a plus.

Skills:  Quick understanding of technical requirements, ability to write technical documents,

effective communication in a multicultural environment.

Specific Requirements: Mandatory driving license, completed military service,

flexibility in working hours due to construction site necessitiy.

Additional Information

We are committed to equal treatment of candidates and promote, as well as foster all forms of

diversity within our company. We believe that bringing together people with different

backgrounds and perspectives is essential for creating innovative and impactful solutions.

Skills, talent, and our people's ability to dare are the only things that matter !. Bring your

unique contributions and help us shape the future.
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